
 Emergent phenomena in Quantum Chromodynamics

Overview
Quantum Chromodynamics is generally regarded as the non-Abelian gauge theory that describes quark and gluon physics. It 
is very successful at high energies since perturbative calculations are allowed and some non trivial and unexpected 
properties of QCD have been well understood and confirmed experimentally.

However, its nonperturbative regime, where the hadron properties are involved, remains to be understood. For instance, 
a rigorous proof is still lacking that QCD works as a microscopic theory of strong interactions that gives rise to the 
phenomenological properties of hadron spectra as confinement and Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking.

Dynamical Chiral Symmetry BreakingConfined light quarks

➢ Multigluon exchanges produce an 
  attractive potential proportional to 
  the distance between quarks.

→ Formation of the string

Modification of the quark propagatorModification of the gluon propagator

➢ Sea quarks are also important  
  ingredients of the strong            
  interaction dynamics.

→ Breaking of the string

➢ Related to the way in which the hadrons are
   placed in the spectrum.

➢They do not follow the chiral symmetry pattern

→ No parity doublets

➢ The nearly massless current light quarks acquire 
  a constituent quark mass due to their interaction 
  with the gluon-medium.

Confined gluons

Dyson-Schwinger Equations (DSEs): 
Connecting emergent phenomena 

with physical observables

A DSEs application: Elucidating the properties of the Νγ → Δ

In order to have a 
confined Gluon:

The propagator of the 
gluon is modified in a 
way that one has an
IR-massive but UV-
massless gluon.
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➢ A nonperturbative tool for the         
  study of continuum strong QCD.

➢ Map out the behavior at long          
  range  (also at short distances) 
 of the interaction between light      

  quarks.

➢ Nonperturbative solutions of the    
  DSEs enables the study of              
  properties of hadrons in                  
  connection with confinement and  
  Dynamical chiral symmetry             
  breaking.

We have explained what many still consider to be a conundrum by the 
judicious interpretation of the results produced by an internally-consistent 
nonperturbative quantum-field-theoretical treatment of Νγ → Δ transition.

Q

➢ The discrepancy at low momentum transfer results from the omission of meson 
cloud effects.
➢ Data do not fall unexpectedly rapid once the kinematic relation between Jones-
Scadron and Ash form factors is properly account for.
➢ Correlations between dressed-quarks within baryons and related features in the 
current are comparable in size with those observed empirically.
➢ Limits of pQCD, REM → 1 and RSM → constant, are apparent in our calculation but 
truly asymptotic momentum is required before the predictions are realized.
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